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Victorian Chintz curtains: putting damaged silk braiding back together.
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We liked this Victorian chintz because of its bold and elegant floral pattern and warm colours. It
was not too busy, dark or slavish to nature.

Most conservation work starts with a good look over,
condition checking and cleaning.
It’s amazing how much dirt can be removed through
careful vacuum suction. Our vacuum cleaners have
dials that completely regulate the airflow or suction
power; from something light on delicate objects, to a
fair whack on robust objects. We often use our
Sofvac nozzle and cover to stop weak bits
disappearing up the hose as well as micro tools for
probing the more inaccessible places.
On some objects it’s even appropriate to use damp
micro-fibre cloths; paying close attention and working
in light movements over the flatter surfaces.

Using micro-fibre cleaning techniques over the chintz.
We would expect all furnishing textiles for this age to show wear and tear and have a history of
repairs. Light (a form of energy) causes damage as does dragging curtains across the floor or
accidentally treading on them. These curtains were in use for many years and had been altered
and repaired. As you can see from the pictures below the damage to the braid along the lower
edges was substantia. Things were not helped by the failure of the glue used to adhere the braid to
the chintz!

Before

After
Due to the amount of stitching required to re-secure the braid we decided to apply it to its own
support, a pre-dyed cotton band.

Mechanical removal of the glue residue.

Braid re-organised and secured to the cotton band also, some localised humidification of the Chintz below.

It can be difficult to decide which ‘old’ repair to remove and how much to intervene. As a rule of
thumb we leave in stable work as you can imagine each repair tells its own story…and perhaps it
was the nimble handwork of a past housekeeping.

‘Old’ remedial stitching
removed with the Chintz
repair fabric reused/left in
place.
Conservation stitching aims
to support the general
areas of weakness and
should link them with the
neighbouring sound fabric.
Here it has been worked in
two directions to add
stability to the delicate
cotton fabric.

Project Context
Private client work – work commissioned 2020.

